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The probability per unit length of path that a 10 12 -ev y quantum is converted into an electron
pair as a result of a collision with a thermal photon is calculated. If the energy density of
thermal photons in intergalactic space is taken as 0.1 ev cm- 3, the probability turns out to
be 7 x 10- 27 • Thus if the distance traversed is greater than 10 26 em, the attenuation of the
y-quantum flux may be appreciable.
THERE has recently been increasing interest in
the possibility of observing point sources of high
energy photons.UJ In this article, we shall consider the role of the reaction y + y - e + + e- in
the propagation of 10- 12 -10 13 -ev photons from
sufficiently distant objects outside our galaxy.
The cross section for the conversion of two y
quanta into an electron pair is given by the expression* (see [ 2])
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collision with a thermal photon is
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n ( e:) is the density of thermal photons in the energy interval de:. Replacing the integration over
z by integration over s = Ee:z/m 2, we find that
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where s is the square of the c.m.s. y-quantum
energy, m is the mass of the electron, c = 1,
E and e: are the energies of the colliding y
quanta in the laboratory system, (} is the angle
between their momenta; u (s) :::; 10- 25 cm 2 in
the region of s of interest to us. At present, it
is assumed that the density of photons with mean
energy "' 1 ev in intergalactic space is Y3 to Y10
the density in our galaxy. The density of li~ht
energy in the galaxy is Wgal = 0.3-1 ev.C 3 It
is thus readily seen that if the path traversed by
high energy photons is R;:::, 10 26 em, then the
photon flux can be appreciably attenuated. Similar
estimates indicate that the contribution to the attenuation of the photon beam as a result of interactions with nuclei or magnetic fields is much
smaller.
We proceed to quantitative estimates. The probability per unit length of path that a quantum of en-

The values of cp ( s 0 ) in the interval 1 ::::; s 0
are shown in the figure. For larger s 0
q; (s0 ) = 25·10- 26 {s0 (In 4s 0
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For the numerical estimate, we
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This is a spectrum of the solar type, where kT
and the photon energy is measured in electron-volts. To consider a specific case, we shall
assume that the energy density of thermal photons
in the universe is 0.1 ev cm- 3 • Then the normalization factor is A = 0.22. Shown in the table are
the numerical values of P for different y-quantum
energies and, as an example, the values of PR for
an interesting star, Cygnus A (at a distance [ 4]
Rc = 6.6 x 10 26 em). It is seen from the table that
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*It is readily seen that a(s) is obtained by multiplication
of the inverse reaction by 2v 2 ; the factor 2 results from the
fact that the particles in the final state are not identical and
v 2 results from the difference in the flux and statistical
weight of these channels of the reaction.
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the maximum attenuation of the beam is e-PR for
E = 1012 ev.
In principle, the effect can be used for an experimental estimate of the mean density of thermal photons in intergalactic space. The numerical value of
this density is of interest for a number of astrophysical problems (see, e.g., [S], where the photodisintegration of high energy heavy nuclei in intergalactic space is discussed).
In conclusion, the author expresses his gratitude
to V. L. Ginzburg for interesting discussions.
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